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Abstract 
 

Organs-on-chips are dynamic cell culture devices created with the 

intention to mimic organ function in vitro. Their purpose is to assess the 

toxicity and efficacy of drugs and, as early as possible in the 

pharmaceutical development process, predict the outcome of clinical 

trials. The aim of this thesis is to explain and discuss these cell culture 

devices from a design perspective and to experimentally exemplify some 

of the specific functions that characterize organs-on-chips.  

The cells in our body reside in complex environments with chemical 

and mechanical cues that affect their function and purpose. Such a 

complex environment is difficult to recreate in the laboratory and has 

therefore been overlooked in favor of more simple models, i.e. static two-

dimensional (2D) cell cultures. Numerous recent reports have shown cell 

culture systems that can resemble the cell’s natural habitat and enhance 

cell functionality and thereby potentially provide results that better 

reflects animal and human trials. The way these organs-on-chips 

improve in vitro cell culture assays is to include e.g. a three-dimensional 

cell architecture (3D), mechanical stimuli, gradients of oxygen or 

nutrients, or by combining several relevant cell types that affect each 

other in close proximity.   

The research conducted for this thesis shows how cells in 3D 

spheroids or in 3D hydrogels can be cultured in perfused 

microbioreactors. Furthermore, a pump based on electroosmosis, and a 

method for an objective conceptual design process, is introduced to the 

field of organs-on-chips. 

 

Keywords: Organs-on-chips, cell culture models, pharmaceutical 

development, microfluidics 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Organs-on-chips är modellsystem med avsikt att återskapa ett organs 

funktion in vitro genom att odla celler från djur eller människor i en 

omgivning som efterliknar kroppen. Syftet med dessa modeller är att 

utvärdera ett potentiellt läkemedels toxicitet och effektivitet så tidigt 

som möjligt i läkemedelsutvecklingen för att kunna förutsäga hur det 

påverkar människor. Målet med denna avhandling är att förklara och 

diskutera denna typ av cellmodeller utifrån ett designperspektiv och 

experimentellt visa några av de specifika funktioner som är en del av 

konceptet organs-on-chips. 

Cellerna i våra kroppar befinner sig komplexa miljöer med kemiska 

och mekaniska signaler som påverkar deras funktion och syfte. Sådana 

miljöer är svåra att återskapa på laboratoriet och har därför till stor del 

förbisetts till fördel för enklare modellsystem som ofta består av celler 

som odlas på plast- eller glasytor under statiska förhållanden. På senare 

tid har en betydande mängd publikationer visat på att cellmodeller som 

bättre kan efterlikna cellens naturliga miljö kan förbättra dess olika 

funktioner och därmed ge resultat som eventuellt kan matcha försöken 

som görs på djur och människor. Det finns flera olika funktioner, 

hämtade från vår kunskap om människans biologi, som organs-on-chips 

kan implementera för att skapa dessa förbättrade cellmiljöer och 

inkluderar en tre-dimensionell omgivning, skjuvkrafter från flöden av 

vätskor, gradienter av syre och näringsämnen, eller en kombination av 

flera olika relevanta celltyper som påverkar varandra i samma modell.  

Forskningen som utförts inför den här avhandlingen visar hur 

sfäroider och hydrogeler kan användas för att skapa tredimensionella 

cellmiljöer i dynamiska mikrobioreaktorer. Dessutom demonstreras hur 

en pump som drivs med elektroosmos kan skapa tillräckligt höga 

flödeshastigheter för att påverka cellers morfologi i ett mikrosystem. 

Slutligen implementeras en konceptuell designmetodologi på organs-

on-chips i ett försök att visa en objektiv designprocess för att ta fram nya 

prototyper.  
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1. Introduction 

This thesis is based on the idea of using organs-on-chips as cell culture 

models to better understand the effects of drugs during the pre-clinical 

phase of the pharmaceutical development process. The conducted 

research takes a step away from traditional static two-dimensional (2D) 

cell culture models in favor of perfused and three-dimensional (3D) 

models to advance towards organs-on-chips. In this first chapter, 

today’s principles of drug discovery and development are briefly 

presented and related to how organs-on-chips can support a faster 

process for more reliable and better suited pharmaceuticals. The second 

chapter of the thesis describes the cell in general, some of the cells 

functions, and the cell environment as an overview of what a cell culture 

model should aim to recreate. In the third chapter, the organ-on-a-chip 

is divided into specific functions with technological features regarding 

perfusion, cell culture environment, and analysis. The fourth chapter 

contains the main methods used during this thesis. Concluding remarks 

based on the thesis and the included papers are given in chapter five.  

 

Most pharmaceutical candidates fail because of one of two reasons; 1) it 

does not work, or 2) it is not safe [1]. A pharmaceutical substance is 

therefore extensively tested and must show significant positive effects 

and limited side effects, before being launched as a safe and potent drug 

product for administration to patients. The potential effects of drug 

candidates are investigated using a range of methods; from computer 

models and in vitro cell cultures, to animal testing and finally clinical 

trials in humans. In vitro methods are experiments that can be conducted 

outside a living organism with cells from animals or humans grown in 

the laboratory and analyzed using a range of different assays to 

investigate how a certain chemical or stimuli affects their survival and 

function. This thesis focuses on the part of the pharmaceutical 

development process in vitro models are used to evaluate a drug 

compound. The definition of a cell culture model is here defined as an ex 

vivo representation of the cell and the cell’s in vivo environment, 

performed in vitro. In recent years, a high number of publications show 

that these cell culture models could benefit from incorporating a more 
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physiologically relevant environment, a concept that has become known 

as organ-on-a-chip devices [2].  

 

The general term for the study of how chemicals affect living organisms 

is known as toxicology and has its backgrounds in the work performed 

by Mathieu Orfilia in the beginning of the 19th century [3]. However, the 

study on how plants, animals, and everything else in our surroundings 

affect us has, of course, been around much longer, probably, to some 

extent, through the whole human history. During the development of 

pharmaceuticals, the toxicology of a drug is one of three major 

consideration that must be included in the process. The drug 

administered to a patient must not cause any adverse effects which 

means that the side effects of a drug should be non-existing or minimal 

(depending on the disease). Several cases where pharmaceuticals have 

caused unintended, unforeseen, and unacceptable effects have been 

reported during the last century. One of the most referred events is 

probably the catastrophic effect of recommending thalidomide (known 

as Neurosedyn in Sweden) as a sleeping aid for pregnant women during 

the late 1950s and early 1960s which resulted in death or severe injuries 

in more than 10000 children [4]. The second consideration concerns the 

ethics of the experiments. Before conducting research involving animals 

and humans it must first be presented and pass the board of an ethical 

committee that values the benefits against the potential harm. A concrete 

incentive to replace animal experiments with alternative testing 

methods can be found in the European Union’s complete ban, from 2013, 

on sale and marketing of cosmetics that have been tested on animals [5]. 

From a diverse collection of private and public organizations, strategies 

and guidelines for the reduction of animal experiments have been 

suggested and implemented, for example by the American National 

Academy of Science, the International Council for Harmonisation of 

Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH), the 

European Commission directive 3R, and in Sweden by the academic 

research center Swetox [6-9]. The third essential consideration is the 

economics of the product. The new drug must be possible to 

manufacture and market at a reasonable price and still carry the 

economic burden of all the basic research, the development process, as 
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well as the substances that do not end up as commercial products. 

Governing these parameters and a major part of the development 

process are national and international regulatory agencies who give 

approval for commercial use on specific markets to pharmaceuticals that 

comply with safety and efficacy regulations.  

 

With these three considerations in mind (toxicology, ethics, and 

economics), the potential of using in vitro based methods for drug 

discovery is very appealing. It also includes cell culture-based methods, 

which are within the frame of this thesis, where the cells from animals 

or humans are grown in the laboratory and analyzed using a range of 

different assays to investigate how a certain chemical or stimuli affects 

their survival and function. 

1.1.  The pharmaceutical development process 
The work carried out to bring a new potential pharmaceutical substance 

from its discovery to the commercial market is called the pharmaceutical 

development process (Figure 1.1). The process begins with the basic 

research conducted at both industrial and academic sites where new 

knowledge and insights about a certain disease might lead to the 

identification of a target. The target can for example be a receptor on the 

cell surface that tells the cell to start producing a specific protein or 

change its intracellular activity (Figure 1.2). The researchers then need to 

characterize the target to learn about its composition and structure. This 

is important because the pharmaceutical that is being developed should 

have both a high affinity and a high specificity for the target. Ideally, the 

drug compound binds and interacts perfectly with the target but not to 

any other similar targets in the body. Large compound libraries 

containing information about chemicals and molecules in combination 

with bioinformatics are used to find the molecules and proteins that 

interact with the target. Thousands of interesting chemical substances 

can be discovered this way, however, many of them are rejected early 

based on previous knowledge about efficacy, toxicity, or difficulties in 

manufacturing. The rest of the substances, known as drug leads, are 

screened using high-throughput methods for analysis of binding 

mechanisms, kinetics, selectivity etc., resulting in a few hundred 
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contenders. These drug leads are further screened in more advanced 
biological contexts by testing how a substance affects cells and tissues in 

Figure 1.1 An overview of the pharmaceutical development process and an 
approximate timeline. A target is identified and characterized during basic 
research. Compounds are screened to find drug leads that bind with high 
affinity and specificity towards the target. The drug leads enter the pre-clinical 
trials where the research is focused on the drug’s absorption, distribution, 

metabolism, and excretion (ADME) and its toxicity. The best drug leads can 
become drug candidates if the clinical trial application is approved by the 
regulatory agency. The drug candidates enter the clinical trials where the drug 
is tested on humans in three phases (Phase I-III). If a candidate meets the 
requirements on efficacy and safety, it can be released as a commercial product. 
However, effects of the drug will be observed throughout the product’s life 
cycle. 
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vitro as well as animals in vivo. The questions to be answered during this 
part of the process concerns the toxicity and safety of the candidates and 
include information about the pathways of absorption, distribution, 
metabolism and excretion (ADME) in a living organism [10]. The pre-
clinical phase should result in a few appropriate drug candidates with 
documented affinity and specificity towards a well described target and 
proved to be safe for use in animals. After approval from national 
regulatory agencies, the candidates that best fulfill these criteria can 
enter the clinical trials where the they are tested in humans. The clinical 
trials are divided into three phases (I-III) with the purpose to validate 
the toxicity and ADME pathways from the pre-clinical trials, as well as 
to define the efficacy towards the specific disease in humans [11]. The 
first phase (Phase I) is conducted on healthy volunteers to show the 
safety in humans and define the appropriate dosages, or drug 
concentrations, that can be used without severe side effects. In the next 
steps, volunteers affected by the disease or condition intended to treat, 
are recruited for studies on efficacy and to monitor the side effects, first 
in a small scale involving 20-100 persons (Phase II) and subsequently at 
large scale with 300-3000 individuals (Phase III) [12]. A successful 
candidate can be approved for release as a commercial product after 
careful and objective review by national and international regulatory 
agencies of all data generated throughout the development process. 

Figure 1.2 Drug candidates are chemical substances that can interact with a 
target, for example the receptor on the surface of a cell. The optimal drug 
candidate has high affinity and high specificity to the target. 
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However, post-surveillance and monitoring of the product by collection 

of information about effects and side effects are continuously reported 

from the medical communities. If a pharmaceutical is reported to have 

unacceptable adverse effects, it can be withdrawn from the market [13].   

The entire pharmaceutical development process can take around 12-15 

years to accomplish with total costs exceeding $ 1 billion [1,11]. The price 

of a pharmaceutical must cover both the basic research and all the pre-

clinical and clinical trials as well as the manufacturing expenses. 

Furthermore, it must cover the cost of the substances that failed and were 

rejected somewhere along the development process. It would be 

desirable to find methods and procedures to shorten the development 

process for a pharmaceutical to reach the customers faster and thereby 

at a lower price. However, the rigorous testing of drug candidates on 

humans in clinical trials before product release are not likely to 

disappear in the near future. Hence, as the clinical trials impose the 

major cost of the pharmaceutical development process, finding the 

“bad” candidates as early as possible could save both money and 

possibly also minimize the number of ethically conflicted animal 

experiments. By establishing methods using in vitro models of certain 

tissues or organs with cells of human or animal origin, researchers have 

been able to create platforms for determining the toxicity and efficacy of 

drug candidates. The challenge is to know how well these results 

translate to the clinical trials, i.e. if the cells response in the laboratory is 

similar to the cell’s response in the patient.  

1.2.  In vitro cell culture models  
Cell culture models are used during the pre-clinical phase before and in 

parallel with animal experiments [1]. Such a model can, for example, 

consist of liver cells grown on a transparent plastic surface. When these 

cells are exposed to a chemical substance, e.g. acetaminophen (also 

known as paracetamol), different methods to determine the cells 

viability and the cells functions are used to evaluate the chemical’s 

effects at certain concentrations. The simplicity of these models makes 

them suitable for high-throughput screenings and a massive market has 

evolved to support the investigations by offering everything from 
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consumables and specially designed kits of chemicals, to advanced 
instruments for analysis such as a range of different microscopes and 
spectrophotometers, often in standardized formats for compatibility. 
However, most cell culture models are relatively simple and can only 
give limited information about the mechanisms of a drug candidate 
(Figure 1.3). That is, the tests conducted on these cell cultures does not 
give the complete picture about the ADME pathways that can be 
extracted from animal and human experiments. The reason is that cells 
cultured on a glass or plastic substrates in the laboratory differ 
significantly from cells growing and living inside our bodies. It could 
therefore be of advantage to create more complex cell culture models 

Figure 1.3. Different types of cell culture models for pharmaceutical testing in 
vitro arranged based on their handling demand (ease of use) and their potential 
relevance for drug testing.   
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where the cells can reside in a setting with chemical and physical cues to 

enhance their functionality. Over the last decade, platforms for such 

technologies have become known as organ-on-a-chip devices.  

 

1.3. The concept of organs-on-chips 
Organs-on-chips are perfused microdevices inhabited by cells in 

cultures that mimic the cell’s physiological environment [2,14-17].  The 

intention of an organ-on-a-chip is to create a bioanalytical platform 

where it is possible to study how a cell population reacts to certain 

chemicals or stimuli in a situation that closely resembles the 

environment of a certain tissue or organ. The hypothesis is that drugs 

tested on such platforms would better reflect and predict the outcome of 

the tests conducted on patients during the clinical trials at an earlier 

stage of the drug development process. The first organs-on-chips were 

described around 2010 by researchers recapitulating the liver, the 

kidney, the lung, or a combination of tumor, liver, and bone marrow 

cells in separate compartments, at microfluidic scales [18-21]. The origin 

of organs-on-chips is a combination of the sciences and technologies 

behind microfluidics and tissue engineering (Figure 1.4).  

 

In microfluidics, channel geometries range from tens to hundreds of 

micrometers (about the size of a human hair or the thickness of a piece 

of paper) with amounts of fluid in the nanoliter scale [22]. At these 

geometries, the properties of fluids that we are familiar with from the 

macro world is drastically changed. For example, two liquids in a 

parallel flow will mostly mix due to diffusion as opposed to turbulence 

in larger structures [23,24]. The change in ratio between surface area and 

volume is another difference that significantly affects the properties in 

microfluidic devices. This means that the proportion of fluid that is in 

direct contact with the channel walls is increased so that adsorption and 

absorption can occur much faster and efficiently compared to larger 

channel diameters. An example of microfluidics from the human body 

is the blood capillaries where oxygen and nutrients and other molecules 

rapidly and efficiently are transferred from the blood stream to the 

tissues. Besides being relevant for mimicking biological structures, 

microfluidics is also advantageous due to the decreasing cost when only 
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requiring minute amounts of samples, cells, drugs or other important 
but expensive factors. Microfluidics are also known as lab-on-a-chip 
devices, implying that several functions such as the preparation, the 
chemical reaction, and the analysis normally performed as separate 
steps in a laboratory, can instead be performed on a single microdevice. 
The first use of such a device can be dated back to the capillary 
electrophoresis on a chip described in 1992 by Andreas Manz et al. 
(Figure 1.4) [25]. The origin of microfluidics can be attributed to several 
technological achievements including sensors and actuators, 
microfabrication, and the manipulation of fluids in microanalytical 
methods [22]. The first electrical sensors appeared at the end of the 19th 
century with one of the first invention being the thermostat made by 
Warren Johnson. Microfabrication methods for microelectronics sprung 
out of the invention of the integrated circuit by Jack Kilby in 1958, which 

Figure 1.4 The concept of organs-on-chips (blue) emerged around the year 2010 
by the combination of microfluidics and tissue engineering (orange) which in 
turn are scientific fields supported by several technological discoveries during 
the 20th century, of which some are included on this timeline (green). 
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was also the year when one of the first microanalytical methods for 

electrophoresis was described by Stellan Hjertén [26,27].  

 

In tissue engineering, the purpose is to create functional structures 

formed by cells and supporting scaffolds (or biomaterials) for the repair 

or replacement of damaged tissue, and is intended for clinical use 

(Figure 1.4) [28]. The challenge of tissue engineering, as with tissue 

transplantation in general, is to engraft the tissue into a new biological 

context without causing severe immune responses. To avoid such 

effects, the materials used, both cells and scaffolds, must be compatible 

with the in vivo environment of the patient. Tissue engineering involves 

the techniques of in vitro cell culture, biomaterials, and genetic 

engineering. The first use of cell cultures was reported by Ross Harrison 

in 1907 who managed to maintain and grow isolated nerve cells from 

frogs in vitro [29]. Biomaterials are components that can improve a 

biological function in vivo. During the second world war, the military 

surgeon Harold Ridley observed that shatters of glass and acrylic 

substances that penetrated the eyes of pilots often had insignificant 

effects on the tissue’s reaction to the material (unless in contact with 

sensitive or mobile parts of the eye) [30]. This discovery led to the first 

intraocular lens being implanted in 1949 in order to cure cataract. A third 

scientific discovery and technology that is important for tissue 

engineering and cell cultures in general is the genetic engineering of cell 

material. The reprogramming of mature cells into stem cells, known as 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), and subsequent differentiation 

to a specific cell type offers the opportunity to tailor patient specific 

tissues that potentially can become a valuable cell source for engineered 

tissues and transplantation. The induced pluripotent stem cells were 

first presented in 2006 by Kazutoshi Takahashi and Shinya Yamanaka 

[31]. The recombinant DNA technology, which initiated the field of 

genetic engineering however, can be traced back to the 1970s when 

David Jackson et al. successfully inserted foreign DNA segments into the 

bacteria Escherichia coli [32].  

 

The merger of tissue engineering and microfluidics into organs-on-chips 

makes it possible to create new and imporved types of cell 
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environments. These environments can more accurately recapitulate the 

dynamics and 3D architectures of the tissues and organs in our bodies 

compared to standard 2D cell cultures where the cells grow flat on a 

plastic surface. This way, the cells reaction to drug substances would 

ideally be more comparable to the in vivo trials on animals and humans. 

The challenge however, is to increase the complexity of the models 

without losing too much of the handling simplicity which will affect the 

cost and the reproducibility of the model. 

 

1.4. Aim of the thesis 
The aim of this thesis has been to implement perfusion and 3D cell 

culture environments with the intention to create cell-based models for 

drug testing. For this purpose, perfused microdevices have been used as 

bioreactors for culturing and analyzing cells.   

 

The conducted research show how 3D cardiac cell spheroids can be 

seeded into two types of perfused microbioreactors and analyzed using 

non-invasive video- or image-based methods (Paper I-II) or fluorescent 

high content imaging (Paper II). It also introduces a modular 

electroosmotic pump that can produce high enough flow rates to affect 

the morphology of endothelial cells (Paper III). Furthermore, a hydrogel 

suitable for providing support to hepatocytes in a perfused 

microbioreactor is demonstrated (Paper IV). Finally, a theoretical 

approach for conceiving organ-on-a-chip prototypes based on the 

requirements of the final user is outlined using conceptual design 

methodology (Paper V).  
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2. The cell and the cell environment 

With the aim to recreate the functions of the cells in vitro, the design of a 

cell culture model such as an organ-on-a-chip should consider both the 

cell itself its native environment. In this chapter, some important cell 

functions and activities – for the thesis and for cell culture models in 

general – are briefly described and related to their importance for in vitro 

models. Furthermore, the origin of the cell, the communication between 

cells, and the spatial and dynamic in vivo environment are illustrated.  

2.1.  Cell function 
The cell is an active unit found in any organism and its function is to a 

large extent dependent on the cell type. Some functions are mechanical 

like the contraction and relaxation of the cardiomyocytes in the heart, or 

the transportation of oxygen from the lung to the tissues by erythrocytes 

in the blood. Other functions are biochemical, for example the insulin 

production by beta-cells in the pancreas, the electrochemical signals via 

neurons, and the production of albumin and metabolizing enzymes by 

hepatocytes in the liver. A few cells, i.e. the rods and cones in the retina 

of the eye, can transform light into electrical signals. Most cells have in 

common that they need to be able to communicate with each other and 

to respond to biochemical and mechanical stimuli from the environment. 

Furthermore, a healthy cell can undergo apoptosis – or programmed cell 

death – in case of cellular stress or other environmental cues [33]. If any 

of these functions are compromised, there is a risk to develop a disease 

or a disability. It is therefore of vital importance that the cells in a cell 

culture model express and perform their functions in a way that closely 

reflects its native in vivo state for a reliable assessment about the impact 

of a drug.  

2.1.1 Contraction and relaxation of cardiomyocytes 

The contraction of cardiomyocytes is initiated when a change in the local 

cell environment causes a depolarization of the cell, leading to the 

opening of calcium ion channels and influx of calcium ions to the cell 

(Figure 2.1a) [34]. The calcium concentration is further amplified via a 
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Figure 2.1. An illustration of the dynamic in vivo environment. Important 
cell functions include a) the contraction of myocytes, b) protein 
synthesis, c) drug metabolism, and the interaction with the ECM. Cells 
are affected by e) shear stress and f) gradients arising within the tissues. 
Note that some cell functions are specific to the cell type and not 
necessarily occurring in the same tissue as depicted in this drawing. 
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calcium-induced calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 

which serves as a calcium ion storage. The contraction occurs due to 

calcium ions binding to troponin causing a conformation change that 

frees actin from tropomyosin, in order for myosin to push actin towards 

the center of the cell. During repolarization of the cell, the concentration 

of intracellular calcium is decreased with a subsequent relaxation of the 

muscle cell as calcium is dissociated from troponin.  

Potential targets to change the beating rhythm are therefore the 

receptors on the cell membrane that cause the change in membrane 

potential. Besides calcium receptors, also sodium- and potassium 

receptors are highly involved in the contraction-relaxation cycle. 

Examples of receptor antagonists are verapamil that blocks calcium 

receptors, quinidine that blocks sodium receptors, and amiodarone that 

blocks potassium receptors, to reduce and stabilize the beating rate and 

are drugs used to treat cardiac arrhythmia [35].  

2.1.2 Protein synthesis 

Cells synthesize proteins with a variety of effects, either on the cell itself, 

on cells of the local environment, or on cells elsewhere in the body. For 

example, serum albumin is produced by hepatocytes in the liver and is 

the most common protein in the blood where it binds and transports ions 

and molecules such as fatty acids and drugs as well as regulating the 

osmotic balance of the blood vessels [36]. A protein such as albumin is 

synthesized in a process called translation (Figure 2.1b). Translation 

occurs after transcription of genes in the DNA into mRNA when 

ribosomes translate the nucleotide sequences into amino acids and 

assemble them into proteins [37].  

During pharmaceutical development, it is important that the 

potential drug does not unintentionally interfere with the cells natural 

synthesis of proteins or other biochemical substances which can lead to 

side effects. In a cell culture model, the expression of key proteins and 

enzymes are ideally continuously monitored to detect changes in cell 

function.  
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2.1.3 Drug metabolism 

Metabolism is the conversion of compounds for use as energy, building 

blocks, or for detoxification and excretion (drug metabolism). The main 

responsible organ for xenobiotics – i.e. drugs or other chemical 

substances that do not belong to the body naturally – is the liver, and its 

task is to restructure and modify the chemical, so it can be excreted [38]. 

Drug metabolism occur within the hepatocytes and is often divided into 

three phases [38]. During phase 1, enzymes on the mitochondrion and 

endoplasmic reticulum belonging to the cytochrome P450 (CYP450) 

family of hemoproteins modify the xenobiotic by introducing reactive 

groups to the compound by oxidation, reduction, or hydrolysis (Figure 

2.1c). During phase 2 and phase 3, the reactive groups are conjugated 

with compounds that neutralize the drug and facilitates its excretion.  

From a drug development perspective, it is crucial that the drug 

candidate can be excreted from the body after a certain time, and that 

the drug metabolites are not toxic. The cells in a cell culture model 

should therefore express the relevant enzymes involved in drug 

metabolism at physiological levels to mimic the clearance and potential 

toxic effects a drug might display in vivo.  

2.2.  Cell-cell communication and co-cultures 
Cells communicate through biochemical and mechanical signals. 

Biochemical signals are molecules produced and released by a cell that 

affect either themselves (intracrine and autocrine signals), the cells of the 

local environment (juxtacrine and paracrine signaling), or cells in a 

distant environment (endocrine signaling) [39]. Mechanical signals are 

the effects of exerted forces on a cell, produced by a neighboring cell. 

Signals can also be categorized as homotypic or heterotypic, acting either 

on the same cell type as where it was produced or on a different cell type. 

Examples of homotypic signals are the calcium signaling between 

cardiomyocytes that initiates the contraction of the muscle fiber, or the 

release of neurotransmitters between the axons and dendrites in neurons 

carrying electrical signals through the body. Heterotypic signals include 

the endocrine interplay between the liver and the kidneys in the 

endocrine renin-angiotensin system that regulate the blood pressure 

[40]. All these signals influence the cells proliferation, migration, 
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differentiation, and apoptosis which will also significantly affect the 

function of the cells and ultimately the organ of which they are 

inhabiting. In the most simple cell culture models, one single cell type is 

plated and consequently only homotypic signals are present. To 

compensate for the lack of heterotypic signals, serum or conditioned 

medium containing an assortment of growth factors, proteins, amino 

acids, and metabolites that would otherwise be supplied by other cell 

types, can be added to the cell culture medium [41]. However, the use of 

such supplements is hampered by the inherent batch-to-batch variability 

in concentration of minor components that can affect cell growth and 

function, resulting in variations between the same cell culture model 

[42].  

A different approach is to include relevant cell types, also known as 

co-culture cells or supporting cells, directly in the cell culture model to 

support the function of the target cell. For example, primary hepatocytes 

in co-culture with fibroblasts or liver sinusoidal cells have been shown 

to maintain viability and functionality over increased times spans 

[43,44]. Co-cultures of cells could therefore also be of interest for organs-

on-chips and drug testing to improve stability and viability in long-term 

culture.  

2.3. The extracellular matrix 
Cellular communication is not only occurring between cells, but also 

between cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is present 

around and between cells in a complex assembly of proteins and 

polysaccharides excreted by cells of the local environment that gives the 

cells structural and chemical support. The elastic properties of the ECM 

protect the cells from physical damage and the water- and nutrient 

binding properties of the ECM maintain osmotic balance and provide 

chemical cues for survival and function. The most abundant components 

of the ECM are proteins such as collagen followed by elastins, 

fibronectins, laminins, and polysaccharides such as hyaluronan [45].  

The composition of the ECM varies between different tissues, and 

regulate the stiffness of the cell support from an elastic modulus of a few 

hundred pascal (Pa) in the brain and the liver, to several MPa in the 
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tendon and cartilage [46]. The stiffness of the ECM is highly involved in 

cell function, migration, proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation.  

Cells express integrins on the surface of the membrane that binds to 

specific recognition sites on components of the ECM. For example, the 

amino acid sequence arginine-glycine-asparagine (RGD) is frequent in 

fibronectin to which cells that express integrins such as αVβ3 and α5β1 can 

bind (Figure 2.1d) [47]. RGD can be recreated in linear and cyclic forms 

with integrin specificity of the αVβ3 towards the linear RGD while both 

αVβ3 and α5β1 bind to the cyclic RGD [48]. Consequently, stronger cell 

adhesion occurs on cyclic RGD compared to linear RGD.  

ECM derived components are frequently used to improve cell 

adhesion to surfaces in cell culture models. Furthermore, the retention 

of water makes these proteins and polysaccharides suitable to use as 

hydrogels to capture the cells in a 3D matrix and replicate the support 

function of the ECM in a cell culture model.   

  

2.4.  The role of shear stress and the dynamic in vivo 

environment 
With every stroke, the heart supplies the body and its organs with blood 

through the cardiovascular system that acts as a transport route for 

nutrients, oxygen, waste removal, several cell types including immune 

cells, and other factors that are important for the cell and the cell 

environment. Fluids are recirculated through the blood system and 

through the lymphatic system i.e. the network for reabsorption of 

interstitial fluids surrounding the cells to the blood. Events within one 

organ, e.g. secretion of proteins or metabolism of chemicals, can 

therefore influence other organs in the system. For the design of drug 

compounds, how its effect on one organ is transferred to other organs 

must therefore be taken into consideration.  

The flow of blood through the cardiovascular system also imposes 

mechanical forces on the cells by hydrostatic pressure and shear stress. 

These forces, referred to as hemodynamic forces, affect the cells and the 

cell environment, especially the endothelial cells covering the inside of 

the blood vessels [49]. Several of the endothelial cell’s functions are 

influenced by the exerted shear stress that arise when the blood passes 

by the cells. The response from the cell depends on the type of flow in 
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the local environment. While the blood flow is unidirectional and 

laminar in straight parts of the blood vessel, the flow profile is changed 

at curvatures, and at bifurcations where the blood vessels split up and 

branch out and becomes disturbed or alternating (oscillatory). The shear 

stress is the force acting on the wall of a channel during fluid motion. 

The laminar flow has a protective role on endothelial cells towards 

atherosclerosis – the narrowing of the blood vessel due to inflammation 

of the vessel wall – which occurs at locations with disturbed or 

alternating flow profiles [50]. The membrane of the endothelial cells is 

occupied by integrins and receptors that together with the lipid bilayer 

of the membrane itself, acts as a sensor for shear stress with signals that 

are transduced to affect intracellular signaling pathways and gene 

expression [49]. The results are endothelial cells with decreased 

proliferative capabilities (decreased growth rate), less prone to undergo 

apoptosis, increased integrin expression, and a more active migration 

(Figure 2.1e). Furthermore, if the shear stress is high enough, the 

morphology of the endothelial cells nuclei become enlarged and less 

circular, and at laminar flow, also elongated and stretched out in the 

direction of the flow [51]. One important outcome of the morphological 

changes on endothelial cells is the decreased permeability of the blood 

vessel. For example, the high shear stress in the capillaries of the blood-

brain barrier reduces the passage of drug compounds from the blood 

vessels to the brain. 

Movement of molecules, and dynamic and spatial changes within 

organs does not only occur due to the flow of blood. Other important 

aspects are the diffusion and osmosis between and within cells and 

tissues. Moreover, cell metabolism also affects the local environment by 

consuming nutrients and oxygen. Such events can lead to the formation 

of concentration gradients. One example is the oxygen gradient present 

in the liver (Figure 2.1f) [16]. The liver is supplied with blood from the 

body via the hepatic portal vein (low oxygen concentration) and the 

hepatic artery (high oxygen concentration) that move towards the 

central vein located in the middle of the liver lobule. Along this route of 

about 500 µm, the concentration of oxygen is decreasing because it is 

being consumed by the cells, and has led to a specialization of the 

hepatocytes depending on where in the gradient they are located, 
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commonly referred to as liver zonation. For example, most of the 

albumin and bile is formed in the relatively oxygen-rich zone close to the 

portal vein while drug metabolism is enhanced at the more oxygen-

depleted zone close to the central vein [16,52].  

2.5. The difference between cells in 2D and cells in 3D 
All cells have a polarity, i.e. one arbitrary part of the cell is at least to 

some extent different from another part. The polarity arises due to 

spatial differences of the cells and temporal changes in the native 

environment. When removing a cell from its natural habitat to a cell 

culture plate in vitro, much of this polarity is lost [53]. Cells in this type 

of cell culture model grow flat on the substrate (in 2D) and receive 

nutrients, oxygen, and other chemical cues from one side (from above) 

while the other side is attached to the cell culture plate. Consequently, 

there will be a relatively small difference between each cell in the 2D 

culture. The state in vivo is the complete opposite. Due to the neighboring 

cells and the surrounding ECM, each cell can adhere and spread out in 

all three dimensions. In such a conformation, the polarity of the cell is 

considerably larger compared to its 2D in vitro counterpart. However, 

the effect of cell polarity on an individual level is relatively small when 

compared to an aggregate of cells. Here, the polarity is increased due to 

concentration gradients between cells close to the nutrient-rich 

environment at the periphery of the aggregate and cells in the less 

nutritious core. Moreover, cell polarity also emerges in mixtures of 

different cell types (co-cultures) due to a variation of cell signals acting 

on the cells.  

2.6. Cell types and cell lines for in vitro models 
All the cells in one individual (except for the gametes and the microbes) 

contain the exact same genome but differ significantly in morphology 

and function [54]. The cells can therefore be classified into cell types 

based on morphology and function, e.g. the cardiomyocytes of the heart, 

the hepatocytes of of the liver, and the endothelial cells forming the 

inside of the blood vessel wall. Primary cells are cells that are removed 

from its native environment and transferred to a cell culture platform 

and are highly functional with physiological expression levels of 
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proteins and metabolic activity (Figure 2.2) [55]. The primary cells are 
often considered to be the golden standard for creating in vitro cell 
culture models. However, a decline in functional activity can be 

Figure 2.2 The origin of the cells used in cell culture models. a) Primary cells are 
obtained by isolating cells from a specific organ. b) Immortalized cells originate 
either from genetic modification of primary cells or isolation of proliferative 
tumor cells. c) Embryonic stem cell derived cells are the products of 
differentiated cells isolated from the blastocyst of the early embryo. d) Induced 
pluripotent stem cell derived cells are cells that have been isolated from any 
organ, reprogrammed to stem cells, and differentiated to a specific cell type. 
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observed over time, starting immediately after removal from the in vivo 

environment. Furthermore, the availability of primary cells is low, 

especially cells of a human origin, and as they often have restricted 

proliferative capabilities or only maintain their functions over a certain 

number of cell divisions, there are limitations to large scale drug testing 

with cells from the same source. Alternatively, cell lines – a 

subpopulation of cells derived from a common parental cell – can be 

used and include immortalized cell lines and stem cell derived cell lines. 

Immortalized cell lines, either isolated from cancer tissues or primary 

cells genetically engineered to undergo indefinite cell division, can be 

used indefinitely with continuous proliferation without apoptosis. The 

disadvantage of immortalized cell lines is that they do not reflect the full 

palette of functional activities observed in primary cells. Furthermore, 

the possible consequence of genetic changes after numerous cell 

divisions over an extended time period, can make the cell significantly 

different from the original parent cell.  

With the progress in stem cell technology, a potential unlimited 

source of cell material of the same origin with physiologically relevant 

functions and protein expression could be available. Stem cells are either 

isolated from the blastocyst of the early embryo – embryonic stem cells 

– or obtained by reprogramming adult cells into stem cells – induced 

pluripotent stem cells – and can theoretically undergo unlimited cell 

division. The stem cell can then be differentiated into any functional cell 

by the addition of chemical factors. Consequently, in vitro cell culture 

platforms representing different organs can be created using cells of the 

same origin and identical genome. The differentiated cell can also 

contain a genome with the mutation causing the disease in order to 

create a cell culture model for drug testing that represent the disease it 

is intended to cure. 
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3. The organ-on-a-chip 

3.1. Principle design features 
The organ-on-a-chip is a continuous bioreactor with cells residing in a 

cell culture chamber that is connected to a perfusion system via adjacent 

channels (Figure 4.1a). The perfusion is supplied from a source operating 

either off-chip connected via tubing, or directly on the chip, or is 

integrated in the chip. The cell culture medium is either continuously 

perfused through the device with constant renewal of fresh medium, re-

circulated from outlet to inlet, or alternating back and forth. Analysis of 

the cells can be carried out in situ or by off-line analysis. Finally, the 

device is possible to sterilize to avoid contamination and compatible 

with standard incubator conditions (normally 37˚C, 5% CO2, 95% 

humidity). 

 

3.2. Pumps for perfusion 
The perfusion of cell culture medium through the organ-on-a-chip is 

essential for both mechanical and biochemical reasons. The flow induces 

shear forces on the cells, altering their morphology and functional 

activity. It also keeps the environment rich in nutrients, oxygen, and 

other key factors for cell functionality, as well as removing and diluting 

toxic waste substances produced by the cells. While the character of the 

flow profile and velocity of the fluid is application-specific, common 

traits of an ideal pump for microfluidic cell cultures include (1) the 

ability to drive and manipulate tiny amounts of fluids at a range of 

velocities, (2) a limited dead-volume, i.e. the volume of the fluid not 

directly contributing to the cell environment, (3) the pump and all 

connectors should be easy to secure tightly and keep sterile, (4) the pump 

does not require extensive use of external equipment, (5) involve a 

limited number of connections and tubing, and (6) is individually 

addressable if several pumps are used in parallel.  

Positive displacement pumps such as syringe- and peristaltic pumps 

are frequently used for their simplicity and availability (Figure 3.1b). 

These pumps are easy to maintain sterile by using disposable syringes 

and tubing and can provide high flow rates. While both pumps 
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Figure 3.1 The basic functions of a) the organ-on-a-chip with examples of b) 
pumps used for perfusion of cell culture medium, c) types of mechanical 
stimuli of cells, d) how cells can be arranged within the cell culture chamber, 
and d) methods for analysis of the cells.    
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can alternate the flow back and forth, the peristaltic pump can also 

recirculate the flow in a loop. The major drawback of these pumps is the 

dead volume that appear due to the size of the syringe or the tubing that 

potentially can become very large compared to the volume of the device. 

Furthermore, the increased number of tubing during scale-out 

(parallelization) rapidly becomes a demanding challenge for high 

throughput applications. One approach to limit the amount of auxiliary 

equipment is to divide the perfusion from one pump into several 

channels, or from two syringes into a concentration gradient generator 

[56].  

A significantly lower dead volume is required when using a 

pneumatic pump, especially if integrated into the device, to provide a 

recirculating perfusion. Microfabricated valves, known as Quake-

valves, use elastomers intrinsic flexible properties in order to close a 

channel by an applied pressure in a pneumatic chamber from above [57]. 

With three valves in series, a net-flow in one direction can be achieved. 

These types of pumps have been used to provide dynamic flow and 

shear stress in multi-compartment organs-on-chips where cells of 

different origins can be cultured in the same fluidic circuit [58,59]. The 

major drawback, as with the syringe and peristaltic pumps, is the 

number of tubing required to operate several devices in parallel. 

However, this can be limited by using the same pneumatic membrane 

channels to drive the flow through several parallel cell culture chambers 

[60].  

To remove the need of connecting external tubing to the device, open 

reservoirs at both ends of a channel can serve as non-mechanical 

hydrodynamic pressure-based pumps. The pressure-drop due to 

different heights of liquid in the two reservoirs drives the flow through 

the channel. Depending on the cross-sectional area of the channel, the 

time for hydrostatic equilibrium between the two reservoirs varies, and 

the fluid velocity constantly decrease. Alternatively, a rocking platform 

can be used to periodically change the height of the reservoirs for an 

alternating flow (back and forth) through the device [61]. This approach 

is suitable when the flow profile is of less importance as the flow velocity 

will change continuously and, in case of alternating flow, intermittently 

become static.  
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Another non-mechanical technique to drive a flow is to apply an 

electric field along the channel to induce a liquid motion by 

electroosmosis. These electroosmotic pumps (EOPs) have been used to 

provide very precise quantities of fluids at low velocities [62]. However, 

their use for cell culture applications is limited primarily because of the 

risk of cell lysis due to the applied electric field, the risk of electrolysis at 

the electrodes causing air bubbles to arise which can disturb the cells or 

the flow, and the inability of EOPs to operate at physiological salt 

concentrations. Nevertheless, Glawdel et al. created a microfluidic 

device for toxicity testing of cells which included a concentration 

gradient and with perfusion supplied by an externally connected EOP 

[63]. To be suitable for use in organs-on-chips, improvements in stability 

at high flow rates without damaging the cells by the applied electric field 

or introducing air bubbles in the device, would be crucial. 

3.3. The cell environment 
The cells in the tissues in vivo does not appear in a randomized 

distribution, but in spatially well-defined organizations. The interplay 

and communication between cells and between cells and the 

environment can be mimicked in organs-on-chips by design and 

engineering. The key features to recreate are the 3D environment of the 

tissues, the crosstalk between cells across tissue- and cell type-specific 

barriers, and the vascularization of tissues by endothelial cells. 

3.3.1 Mechanical stimuli of cells 

Mechanical stimuli are present in all organs and are induced by the shear 

forces of circulating fluids, and strain and compression within and 

between functional tissues. The shear stress on cells in organs-on-chips 

is a consequence of the perfusion through the device (Figure 3.1c). The 

magnitude of the shear force is controlled by the velocity of the fluid and 

the cross-sectional area of the cell culture chamber.  

Seeding epithelial and endothelial cells on opposite sides flexible 

porous membranes that stretch due to an applied vacuum from adjacent 

channels, and produce a mechanical stress on the cells to replicate the 

breathing of a lung, have been shown to increase the transportation of 

nanoparticles from the alveolar (epithelial) side to the capillary 
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(endothelial) channel [20,64]. Furthermore, differentiation of cardiac 

progenitor cells and pluripotent stem cells into cardiomyocytes might 

benefit from mechanical forces, as well as electrical stimuli, to improve 

contractile properties [65,66].  

3.3.2 Cells in 3D spheroids 

When there is no mechanical substrate for the cells to attach to, some 

cells start to aggregate and from spheroids (Figure 3.1c). The size of a 

spheroid is about 100 – 300 µm in diameter, i.e. a range from a few 

hundred to a few thousand of cells per cluster. From a physiological 

perspective, a cell spheroid provides cell-cell interactions in a 3D 

environment. Furthermore, a concentration gradient of oxygen and 

nutrients will emerge from the perimeter of the spheroid and inward 

towards the center. From an engineering perspective, spheroid cultures 

offer discrete entities with high cell densities which can facilitate cell 

seeding in microfluidic devices. Spheroids of immortalized cells, 

primary cells, and of stem cell derived origin have been used to enhance 

or prolong functional CYP-activity in hepatocytes which potentially 

better reflects the impact of a drug on hepatotoxicity, compared to 2D 

cultures [67-69]. Another example is the co-culture of primary brain 

endothelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes that have been shown to self-

assemble into spheroids with a defined spatial arrangement of astrocytes 

at the center, and pericytes and endothelial cells at the perimeter of the 

spheroid [70].  

As the size of the spheroid increase (approximately 200 – 500 µm in 

diameter), the cells of the core can appear necrotic, which have been 

explained by an insufficient supply of oxygen and nutrients, a decrease 

in pH, and an inability to remove toxic waste products [71].   

3.3.3 Hydrogels to mimic the ECM for cell support 

Hydrogels consist of proteins or polymers in a network that can bind a 

large amount of water. The conventional methods of 2D culture on 

plastic or glass exploit the cells to hard substrates with elastic modulus 

in the GPa range while for most tissues in vivo, the elastic modulus is in 

the kPa range [72,73]. Proteins are often used to coat a surface to facilitate 

cell adhesion. This 2D approach can be made slightly more complex by 
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embedding the cells in two layers of e.g. collagen in a so-called sandwich 

assay. Even such a minor change in the cell environment has been used 

to improve and prolong cell functionality [74]. However, the cells in the 

sandwich culture, although surrounded with proteins in 3D, are still 

mostly located in 2D. To acquire a complete 3D environment, the cells 

can be encapsulated in a hydrogel matrix (Figure 3.1d). Hydrogels are 

formed when polymers are crosslinked, which is done either chemically 

or physically. In chemically crosslinked hydrogels, the polymers are 

conjugated by covalent bonds with high mechanical and thermal 

stability, and a wide range of viscoelastic properties [75]. Hydrogels can 

e.g. be covalently crosslinked by click-reaction between thiols and 

methacrylated collagen [76] or methacrylated hyaluronic acid [77]. 

Physically crosslinked hydrogels rely on supramolecular connections 

such as electrostatic- or hydrophobic interactions, and hydrogen 

bonding. Properties of physically crosslinked hydrogels include shear-

thinning and self-healing behaviors [78]. Alginate is an example of a 

naturally occurring polymer, and can be obtained from seaweed, that is 

physically crosslinked into hydrogels by divalent ions such as Ca2+, and 

have been used for biomedical applications including drug delivery [79] 

and in 3D tissue cultures [80-82]. Another example of a physically 

crosslinked hydrogel is agarose which gel due to double-helices forming 

by hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups and entanglement of 

the polysaccharide chains of agarose [83], and has been used to 

encapsulate cells in 3D environments [84-86]. Several types of hydrogels 

have been used to support and encapsulate cells in a diverse variety of 

organ-on-a-chip applications including; natural hydrogels like alginate 

[21,87], agarose [88,89], collagen [90,91], fibrinogen [92,93], and Matrigel 

[94,95]; synthetic polymer hydrogels based on poly(ethylene glycol) 

[96,97] or poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) [98,99]; and hybrids of natural and 

synthetic polymers [100,101].   

In a viscous matrix such as a hydrogel, some key properties that are 

not present in a common fluidic medium need to be considered. The 

structural integrity of the hydrogel is achieved by crosslinking the 

polymers in a process that must not interfere with cell structures in a 

harmful way. The crosslinking should ideally be rapid to ensure a 

spatially even distribution of cells. For in vitro use, the hydrogel should 
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be stable over the time course of the experiments, unless the cells 

themselves are able to produce sufficient amounts of extracellular matrix 

proteins over time to replace the hydrogel. Furthermore, the diffusion 

of, in particular large and charged molecules, through highly viscous 

materials is considerably slower compared to liquids [102]. Another 

important aspect is, if required for the assay, the adhesion of the cells to 

the polymers of the hydrogel. The integrins on the cell surface must be 

compatible with cell-binding motifs incorporated in the matrix, for cell 

attachment to occur. Some natural polymers have intrinsic recognition 

sites for cell integrins, e.g. collagen and fibrinogen, where the amino acid 

sequences glycine-phenylalanine-hydroproxyline-glycine-glutamate-

arginine (GFOGER) and arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) respectively, 

can anchor the cell integrins [47]. Alternatively, polymers can be grafted 

with cell-binding motifs for cell attachment prior to crosslinking of the 

polymers.  

3.3.4 Spatial localization and microstructures 

Cells are often spatially arranged within organs-on-chips, either by 

engineering physical support constructs such as barricades and 

membranes, or by chemically modifying parts of the surface of a 

substrate with a protein for attachment of a specific (target) cell and co-

culture with supporting cells in a fabrication process called microcontact 

printing (Figure 3.1d) [43,103]. Creating barricades, e.g. by 

photolithography and soft lithography (see Chapter 4), typically 

consisting of pillars or cavities, to form niches for cells, confines the 

cellular localization to certain areas of the device while perfusion of cell 

culture medium is supplied either through the compartment or from 

adjacent channels [56,104]. Cells are infused either as single cells, with a 

disadvantage of substantial waste of cells if the spacing between the 

pillars is too wide, or as clusters or on microcarriers for a quicker cell 

seeding [105,106]. Depending on the size and organization of the niches 

in the microfluidic channel, single cells or single cell clusters can be 

captured and cultured separately [107,108].  

Several cell types influence each other from adjacent tissues or form 

barriers in vivo where the cells on each side can be of various types and 

grow under different environmental conditions. Organs-on-chips have 
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been created where cells are separated by a porous membrane with 

supply of cell culture medium on each side, similar to the Transwell 

inserts used for microtiter plates. By altering the culture conditions on 

each side of the membrane, e.g. by using different cell culture media, an 

applied shear stress, or creating an air-liquid interface, the organ-on-a-

chip can replicate certain functional structures of the body. One example 

is the blood-brain barrier where shear stress and the co-culture of brain 

cells such as astrocytes, pericytes, and neurons, strengthen the 

endothelial barrier and decrease the permeability of molecules across the 

barrier [109-111]. Porous membranes in organs-on-chips have been used 

to recreate several additional tissues and barriers including the skin, the 

placenta, the gut, and the lung [20,112-114].  

3.3.5 Vascularization of 3D cultures 

Tissues are vascularized by capillaries with a selectively permeable 

barrier that supply the cells and the cell environment with oxygen and 

nutrients and remove metabolic waste products. The maximum distance 

between capillaries is approximately 200 µm and the distance from a cell 

to a blood vessel is consequently up to 100 µm [115]. Endothelial cells 

have the capability of spontaneous tube formation in vitro and can be 

used as an assay for determination of a substance or material’s ability to 

promote or inhibit angiogenesis [116,117]. Moreover, the cells of the 

endothelium have an impact on e.g. the functional activity of 

cardiomyocytes by the release of endothelin-1 [118], and support 

hepatocyte function and stability in in vitro cultures [44]. On-chip 

vascularization have been constructed in microfluidic bioreactors and 

could be essential for replicating in vivo-like gradients and paracrine 

signaling of endothelial tissues [119-121]. The vascularization of tissue 

within organs-on-chips might become an essential feature to support cell 

viability and to mimic the complexity of the in vivo environment, 

especially for long-term cultures [115,122].  

3.3.6 On-chip analysis 

All cell-based assays need to implement analysis methods to investigate 

the condition of the cells in the culture. Compared to static 2D cell 

cultures, the methods used in organs-on-chips are not necessarily very 
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different. Both bright-field and fluorescence microscopy are used to 

analyze morphology, viability, or specific cell components (Figure 3.1e). 

Visual inspection of the channels and the cell culture chamber (not only 

the cells) become extra important in perfused microbioreactors as the cell 

seeding often is more complicated, and air bubbles inside the channels 

is a problem often associated with microfluidics. Cells in 3D are often 

more difficult to analyze visually compared to 2D cells. For example, a 

large population of cells in a spheroid is covered behind the cells at the 

outer perimeter. To overcome the issue of a sterically obstructed ocular 

pathway, microscopy techniques such as confocal fluorescence 

microscopy and multiphoton microscopy are used to see structures 

inside the cell aggregate [123]. Fluorescent techniques require the 

addition of fluorescent probes which over time can interfere with cell 

viability and cell function. As also applied in static 2D cultures, 

microelectrodes are non-invasive that can be integrated with organs-on-

chips to produce electrophysiological measurements on cell physiology 

on e.g. the beating properties of cardiomyocytes [124] or neuronal 

network activity [125], or by measuring the transendothelial- or 

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) over monolayers of cells 

[110,126]. Another non-invasive technique is to incorporate oxygen 

sensitive sensors to monitor concentration changes as it is used by the 

cells [127]. Furthermore, monitoring the contractions of cardiomyocytes 

can be performed on flexible mechanical sensors that cause an increased 

electrical resistance due to the bending of the sensor [128]. 

The perfusate from the organ-on-a-chip can be analyzed for 

biomarkers on the same principle as when conducted on cell culture 

medium from static cell cultures. However, with a continuously 

supplied supernatant from organs-on-chips, cell culture medium can be 

monitored online which could be of great benefit for analysis and control 

of the cell culture environment in long-term experiments [127,129]. 
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4. Methods 

In this chapter, some of the basic methods to design and construct 

organs-on-chips, and the main methods used in this thesis are explained 

and exemplified. Both theoretical backgrounds and practical procedures 

are described and discussed. 

4.1. Photolithography for master fabrication 
Photolithography is a technique used for microfabrication and has its 

origin in the production of structures for microelectronics and the 

manufacture of integrated circuits [22]. In photolithography, a substrate 

such as a silicon wafer is covered with a photoresist (Figure 4.1a). The 

photoresist is a highly viscous light-sensitive epoxy-based material and 

the thickness of the resist on the wafer is decided by spinning the wafer 

at a defined velocity and will determine the height of the subsequent 

microstructures. The height is proportional to the viscosity of the 

photoresist and inversely proportional to the velocity of the spinning 

wafer. With the photoresist uniformly covering the wafer at the desired 

thickness, the photoresist is exposed to high energy UV-light. The 

photoresist will become soluble or insoluble to a developer depending 

on if it is of a positive or a negative sort. To create the patterns in the 

photoresist, an opaque mask with transparent patterns is designed in a 

material such as quartz or plastic. Hence, the UV-light will pass through 

the transparent parts of the mask and solubilize (positive photoresist) or 

initiate the crosslinking (negative photoresist) of the photoresist. After 

exposure, the crosslinking is completed on a hot-plate (post-exposure 

bake) and the patterns developed using a developer that either removes 

the UV-exposed (positive) photoresist or remove the unexposed 

(negative) photoresist. The result of the photolithography process is a 

substrate with defined structures, also known as a master, with a 

resolution in the micrometer range [130]. These fabrication conditions 

give ample opportunities to design and fabricate structures that mimic 

the sizes and ratios found in vivo for organs-on-chips.   
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Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of a) the fabrication of a master by 
photolithography and b) the subsequent soft lithography process for 
manufacturing a microfluidic device in PDMS bonded to a glass microscope 
slide. 
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4.2. Soft lithography for replica molding in PDMS 
Soft lithography is a method that involves techniques to produce and 

replicate structures using soft elastomeric materials. The most common 

material used by the organ-on-a-chip community for creating 

microbioreactors is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This rubber-like 

material is very useful as microfluidic support because of its simplicity 

for replica molding on a master created by photolithography [131,132]. 

Furthermore, PDMS is transparent, permeable to gasses, and non-

cytotoxic. PDMS is created by mixing a prepolymer with a curing agent 

containing catalysts that accelerate the cross-linking. PDMS is a viscous 

liquid but possible to pour and can smoothly encapsulate structures and 

fill cavities on a master (Figure 4.1b). The curing of PDMS is usually 

completed after 2 h in 60 °C and thereafter possible to peel off from the 

master. The microfluidic device is finalized by exposing the surface of 

the PDMS and the surface of a glass slide or coverslip with oxygen 

plasma for approximately 1 minute to create reactive hydroxyl groups 

for irreversible bonding. As PDMS is very hydrophobic, it is usually 

rinsed with ethanol followed by water or cell culture medium to remove 

air bubbles residing in the microstructures prior to seeding cells.  

The wide adoption of PDMS in microfluidics and organ-on-a-chip 

applications can be correlated to its simple and relatively inexpensive 

fabrication procedure. However, serious drawbacks of the use of this 

material for microbioreactors have been shown and include 1) small (< 

500 Da) hydrophobic molecules are absorbed into the bulk of PDMS 

leading to a possible misjudgment about the actual chemical 

concentration of e.g. a pharmaceutical candidate delivered to the cells, 

2) if the PDMS is not properly cured or the ratio between prepolymer 

and curing is too high, un-crosslinked prepolymers can potentially 

contaminate the cell culture medium and possibly affect the cells, 3) the 

gas permeability is beneficial for oxygen and carbon dioxide, but also 

water vapor can pass through PDMS potentially leading to the formation 

of gas bubbles or a shift in salt concentration and pH [133]. The ideal 

material for soft lithography should of course not affect the cells or cause 

complications such as a change of the composition of the cell culture 

medium or the formation of air bubbles during cell culture. However, 

another important aspect for the commercial success of microfluidic 
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devices is that the material should simplify the translation of a prototype 

into a product and enable high throughput manufacturing. Various 

materials including the UV-light curable off-stoichiometry thiol-ene 

(OSTE) and the Norland optical adhesive (NOA) have been suggested 

as alternatives to PDMS by combining easy prototyping and a high 

throughput manufacturing process [134,135].  

 

4.3. Microfluidics to provide organs-on-chips with 

physiological dynamic conditions 
Microfluidics is the field of technology that is used to create, monitor and 

manipulate quantities of fluids around or below the nanoliter scale, in 

device geometries ranging from tens to hundreds of micrometers [22]. 

This scale is particularly interesting for biological applications as it 

covers a variety of sizes and surface-to-volume ratios that are found in 

vivo. For example, the vasculature of blood vessels, the proximal tubule 

structure of the nephrons in the kidney, and the barrier separating the 

blood from the brain have been replicated in microfluidic devices 

[110,119,136]. At these small scales, several fluidic behaviors are 

different from the macroscale. As the channel geometries become 

smaller, the surface-to-area ratio is increased making the effects of 

surface tension between the liquid and channel wall, and the liquid 

viscosity more dominant for the behavior of the flow. The type of flow 

in a channel can be described by the Reynolds number (Re) which is the 

ratio between inertial and the viscous forces in the system: 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑣𝐿

µ
 

Where ρ is the density of the fluid, v is the velocity of the fluid, L is the 

characteristic length or diameter of the channel, and µ is the dynamic 

viscosity of the fluid. Laminar flow occurs at Re < 2000 and turbulent 

flow is observed at Re > 2000 (Figure 4.2) [137]. A consequence of laminar 

flows is that mixing mainly occur due to diffusion compared to turbulent 

flow with turbulent mixing in larger systems [138]. An advantage of 

diffusion between two parallel flows is the possibility to create well-

defined concentration gradients of e.g. pharmaceuticals or other 
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chemicals in a microbioreactor so that, instead of using several culture 
chambers with discrete concentrations, a continuous range of drug-
doses can be tested in one experiment [139]. The drawback is that a 
proper mixing of nutrients, oxygen, and chemicals cannot be taken for 
granted. Several proposals on how to perform optimal mixing of fluids 
in microfluidic devices have therefore been suggested [140]. Another 
interesting aspect for biological applications of microfluidics is the 
increased shear stress, i.e. the force acting on the channel wall by the 
liquid, as the cross-sectional area of the channel is reduced (and the flow 
rate is constant). This force is also occurrent in vivo, especially affecting 
the endothelial cells forming the lumen of the blood vessels [49]. 
Microfluidic devices are often created with photolithography and 
etching procedures, and for cell culture devices, replica molding by soft 
lithography in the elastomer PDMS. Other methods for creating 
microfluidic devices include micromachining, micro injection molding, 
and hot embossing [141-143]. Moreover, with the improvement in 
resolution, 3D printing has emerged as a realistic option that can 
combine design flexibility and large-scale manufacturability. Recently, 
organ-on-a-chip devices have been constructed using 3D printing, both 
as an alternative to photolithography to produce masters and replica 
molding of PDMS, and as direct printing of cells encapsulated in a 
hydrogel matrix [144,145]. Microfluidic devices can also include 
methods to analyze and control the environment. Sensors and actuators 
can be integrated to monitor e.g. temperature, pH, pressure, or cell 
density. Furthermore, the velocity of the fluidic flow can be controlled 

Figure 4.2 Flow patterns of a) laminar flow and 
b) turbulent flow. 
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either actively by syringe pumps, peristaltic pumps, or electroosmotic 

pumps, or passively by e.g. capillary electrophoresis and hydrodynamic 

pressure. The combination of these micro-technologies into what is 

known as lab-on-a-chip devices have led to a range of commercial 

products for e.g. lab-ware products such as cytometry, electrophoresis, 

chromatography, and for consumer products such as monitoring blood 

glucose levels, pregnancy tests, and other means of point-of-care 

diagnostics [146,147]. 

One of the major advantages of microfluidics is the reduced need of 

expensive cell culture supplements such as serum, and the low quantity 

of pharmaceutical required. This can be especially interesting during the 

pharmaceutical development process when the amount of a drug 

substance is low due to the large-scale manufacturing not yet being 

implemented.  

4.4. Electroosmotic flow as an alternative to mechanically 

generated flow 
Electroosmosis is an effect instigated when an electric field is applied 

across a narrow liquid-filled channel. The effect is a fluid flow from one 

of the electrodes to the other and is triggered by the movement of ions 

at the solid-liquid interface - a phenomenon called electrophoresis - that 

drives the bulk of the liquid through the channel (Figure 4.3a). The 

direction of liquid motion depends on the surface charge of the channel 

wall and the direction of the applied electric field. For example, with a 

negative surface charge there will be a layer of positive ions from the 

solution at the interface between the liquid and the solid material, called 

the diffuse layer, that move towards the cathode (the negative electrode) 

and drive the bulk of the solution in the same direction. A criterion to 

generate this motion is that the channel diameter is very narrow, < 200 
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µm [148]. The flow velocity of the liquid (v) is proportional to the relative 
dielectric constant of the solution (εr), the potential difference between 
the solid surface and the liquid (zeta-potential, ζ), and the magnitude 
(and direction) of the applied electric field (E), and inversely 
proportional to the viscosity of the liquid (ɳ): 

𝑣 =
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝜁𝐸

ɳ
 

where ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum. A material’s permittivity 

is a measure on how it affects the strength of the electric field. The zeta-
potential is the potential difference at the interface right outside the 
charged counter ions at the channel wall, called the Stern layer. The flow 
velocity is a measure in length units per time units (meter/second), and 
is transformed to volumetric flow rate, which is a measure of the volume 

Figure 4.3 The principle of a) electroosmotic flow generated by the counter ions 
(in this case, positively charged) in the diffuse layer at the surface-liquid 
interface at the channel wall, and b) a general description of the construction of 
the electroosmotic pump used in Paper III, where the electroosmotic flow is 
generated in each pore of the membrane. 
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per time unit (liter/second), when multiplied by the cross-sectional area 

of the channel. Electroosmotic flow is the mechanism by which 

electroosmotic pumps (EOP) generate liquid flow. In Paper III, an EOP 

was operated to perfuse cell culture medium at high volumetric flow 

rates to produce shear stress on cells in a microchannel. The EOP 

consisted of a microporous membrane sandwiched between two 

electrodes created by a nylon textile coated with a conducting polymer 

(Figure 4.3b). Using this setup, each pore in the membrane represented 

one electroosmotic pump, making the volumetric flow rate proportional 

to the pore density. In this way, it was possible to achieve a 

physiologically relevant range of low rates and shear stress on cells in a 

cell culture device.  

4.5. Hydrogels to mimic the support function of ECM in vitro 
A common approach to create a 3D environment for the cells in organs-

on-chips is to mimic the ECM using scaffolds of proteins or polymers 

that form viscous hydrogels when binding liquids. The hydrogel acts as 

scaffolds to support the cells, and the viscosity of the material can in 

some cases be tuned to the stiffness of the cell’s native tissue. Hydrogels 

are either injected into the device or formed in situ. For biological 

applications, the cells should ideally not be affected by the gelation 

procedure which is often the case during chemical crosslinking where 

initiators and catalysts are needed. However, a recent technique using 

the strain-promoted alkyne-azide 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (SPAAC) 

has been suggested as a bioorthogonal method for hydrogel crosslinking 

[149-151]. A biorthogonal reaction implies that the reactants are non-

cytotoxic and do not interfere with integrins, receptors or other 

biological constituents found within the cell or on the cell membrane. In 

paper IV, hydrogels were used to capture hepatocytes in 3D matrices 

based on agarose, alginate or hyaluronan-poly(ethylene glycol) (HA-

PEG). The HA-PEG was crosslinked using SPAAC and could 

incorporate cell-binding motifs (RGD) for potential cell adhesion to the 

matrix. The principle of the crosslinking-method is outlined in Figure 4.4 

where SPAAC is first used to graft an azide-coupled RGD to 

cycloalkyne-coupled hyaluronan (HA-BCN) and subsequently the HA-
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BCN-RGD complex reacts with azide-coupled PEG (p(N3)8) using the 
same reaction, to form the hydrogel.  

4.6. Microbioreactors as generic organs-on-chips 
A bioreactor is a device where microorganisms are contained within an 
appropriate environment for cell survival, proliferation, and expression 
of functional activities. Four bioreactors at a microfluidic scale, or 
microbioreactors, have been used for cell culture during this thesis.  The 
first was created with PDMS and glass using photolithography and soft 
lithography (Paper I). The other three were commercial products of a 
plastic polymer (Paper II-IV). The choice of microbioreactor was based 
on design criteria decided by the type of cells and the application of the 
proposed experiments. The principle design features of the fluidic 
devices are outlined in Figure 4.5.   

Figure 4.4 The SPAAC crosslinked hydrogel used in Paper IV. RGD was first 
grafted to HA-BCN and subsequently to PEG to form hydrogels. 
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In Paper I, the task of the microbioreactor was to capture and maintain 

cardiomyocytes in spheroids with a diameter of 50-200 µm. Each 

spheroid cluster should be individually monitored by video analysis 

which necessitated the spheroids to be cultured as discrete entities in an 

optically transparent device. The seeding of the clusters should be gentle 

as they could potentially be disrupted or damaged by harsh treatments, 

e.g. repeated pipetting. Finally, a bubble trap should be included to 

remove large air bubbles that can destroy cells and cell clusters, which 

often arises during perfusion culture at microscale. These design criteria 

were met by a PDMS device on a glass slide where ten cell culture 

chambers, or niches, were placed along a microfluidic channel (Figure 

4.5a). Three drainage channels (too small for a spheroid to enter) were 

connected to each niche that were joined in a second adjacent channel 

with a separate outlet. The main channel of the device had separate inlets 

for cell culture medium and cardiac spheroids, an outlet for cell culture 

medium, and a port for a bubble trap consisting of a thin PDMS 

membrane with a vacuum applied from the outside by a syringe to 

remove air bubbles before the cell culture niches. Before the spheroids 

were introduced, the outlet of the main channel was closed and the 

outlet of the adjacent channel was opened to direct the cell culture 

medium through the niches. Spheroids were seeded by sedimentation 

through a pipette tip into the main channel via the designated inlet and 

were guided to the niches via the perfusion of cell culture media. Finally, 

the outlet of the main channel was opened, the outlet of the adjacent 

channel was closed, and a syringe pump was started to perfuse the 

bioreactor with cell culture medium with or without drug supplements. 

With the microbioreactor design used in Paper I, cardiac spheroids 

were successfully introduced and monitored individually. However, for 

high-throughput applications, several parallel channels, or more niches 

in each channel would be required. Such experimental demands would 

require full automation of the pre-treatment of the chip and the cell 

seeding to be considered feasible. Moreover, the use of PDMS as a 

polymer in cell culture applications has been challenged, as stated 

previously. Therefore, a plastic microbioreactor was used in Paper II. 
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The design criteria were otherwise similar to the previous device with 
the exception that the setup should allow parallelization of several 
devices so that at least six drug conditions could be achieved 
simultaneously. For these experiments, a device containing six parallel 
channels with reservoirs on each side was used (Figure 4.5b). The 

Figure 4.5 Microbioreactors used in a) Paper I, b) Paper II and Paper II, and 
c) Paper IV. 
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surfaces of the channels were coated with laminin to allow the spheroids 

to attach to the bottom of the channels to ensure that the clustered 

remained inside the device during at least 48 h of culture. Perfusion of 

cell culture medium was produced by fixing the devices on a motorized 

rocking table to allow flow driven back and forth by gravity. 

The experiments in Paper III required a microbioreactor where it was 

possible to produce high shear stress on 2D cells attached to a surface. 

Again, the device should be optically transparent to allow continuous 

monitoring by microscopy throughout the cell culture experiments. The 

shear inside a channel increases as the dimensions of the cross-sectional 

area decreases (if the flow velocity can be maintained). On the other 

hand, as a channel becomes smaller, the cell seeding density must be 

increased to rapidly obtain a confluent cell layer. Furthermore, the 

pressure a pump must be able to overcome to produce a flow is 

increased. After initial experiments, a microbioreactor with the same 

principal design as the one used in Paper II, except for a reduced channel 

height and width, was considered suitable from both pump performance 

perspectives and cell handling procedures (Figure 4.5b).  

Paper IV describes a setup for cells entrapped in a hydrogel for up to 

13 days with sampling and exchange of cell culture medium every 

second day. A common issue when handling hydrogels, especially at 

relatively low viscosities, is that manual pipetting easily interferes with 

the material causing the destruction of the matrix. The use of standard 

microtiter plates was therefore ruled out as cell culture medium was to 

be changed several times over the experiment. Instead, a 

microbioreactor design as outlined in Figure 4.5c was used. One device 

consisted of three parallel channels with two consecutive cell culture 

chambers where hydrogels and cells were added to open wells before 

sealing the chambers with a coverslip. Cell culture medium was 

introduced via reservoirs connected to the wells by microchannels and 

oscillating perfusion through the device was enabled by mounting the 

device on a rocking platform. Such a design feature facilitated sampling 

and exchange of cell culture medium as no direct contact with the 

hydrogel was needed. However, several washing steps were required at 

each medium change to ensure sufficient replacement.  
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4.7. Cell culture assays 
In any type of cell culture model, there are methods to analyze the cells. 

Such assays can for example determine the number of total cells, the 

number of viable cells, and the number of dead cells in the culture. In 

this way, information about a drug’s or a material’s cytotoxic impact can 

be determined using the ratio of living cells, or dead cells, to the total 

number of cells. More sophisticated cell culture assays can also 

investigate the functional activities of the cells. In general, cell culture 

assays can be divided into two categories; 1) end-point assays, and 2) 

continuous non-invasive assays. End-point assays are more sensitive 

and are conducted at the end of the culture when a chemical is added, 

such as fluorescent antibodies or a tetrazolium salt that directly interfere 

with the cells, or the cells are lysed to collect intracellular biomarkers or 

DNA for gene expression analysis. The non-invasive assays do not 

interfere with the cells and can thus be performed repeatedly over the 

time-course of the cell culture. Examples of such assays are 

quantification of extracellular biomarkers, bright-field imaging and 

video analysis, and analysis of electrophysiological recordings.  

4.7.1 Live/Dead assay 

A live/dead assay consists of two chemicals, e.g. calcein-AM and 

ethidium homodimer-1, that distinguish living cells from dead cells 

[152]. Calcein-AM can permeate the cell membrane where it is converted 

into calcein by esterase enzymes inside living cells. When calcein is 

excited at 495 nm, it emits light at 515 nm resulting in a green fluorescent 

light from the cell cytosol of living cells. Ethidium homodimer-1 can only 

enter the cell if the cell membrane is damaged which is typical for dead 

cells. Once inside the cell, ethidium homodimer-1 binds to nucleic acids 

where upon its fluorescent activity is enhanced and emits light at 635 nm 

when excited at 495 nm, resulting in red fluorescent light from dead 

cells. 

4.7.2 ELISA 

The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) can be used to 

quantify biomarkers from cell culture supernatants. There are several 
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types of ELISAs which all make use of the same basic principle of the 

specific recognition between an antigen and an antibody [153]. In paper 

IV, a sandwich ELISA was used to quantify the amount of albumin 

produced by hepatocytes in a liver-on-a-chip. In a sandwich ELISA, a 

capture antibody is immobilized on a substrate (typically a microtiter 

plate). When the sample is added, the capture antibody specifically 

binds to the antigen (i.e. the biomarker to be quantified). A second 

antibody with a conjugated enzyme is added that specifically binds to 

the antigen on a different epitope. Finally, a substrate is added that react 

with the enzyme on the second antibody which produces a color that is 

measurable. The absorbance of the color measured by a spectrometer 

correlates with the amount of biomarker in the cell culture supernatant.  

4.7.3 Image processing and image analysis of cell cultures 

The basic principle of image processing is that digital images are built 

up by pixels, each represented by a frequency giving it a specific color 

or, in case of greyscale images, a certain intensity between black and 

white. This means that it is possible to use normal mathematical 

operators to adjust the image for different types of analysis, such as 

counting cells or measuring the area of an object. It is also possible to 

enhance a picture to visually distinguish information that is normally 

hidden to the naked eye, or to suppress unwanted information. A 

fundamental procedure is to create a binary image by applying a 

threshold value to the image [154]. If the value of a pixel is below the 

threshold it is replaced by a black pixel (0), and if it is equal to, or greater 

than, the threshold it is replaced by a white pixel (1) (Figure 4.6a). Binary 

images can easily be interpreted by a computer to find, e.g. the number 

of white pixels within a segment surrounded by black pixels (area) or to 

determine the number of segments where white pixels are surrounded 

by black pixels (counting). In Figure 4.6a, two segments, both with an 

area of 2 pixels, are detected. Additional information to a digital image 

is the position of each pixel and sometimes also its length. The accuracy 

of the analysis is improved by increasing the resolution of the image, i.e. 

the number of pixels per area.  

In Paper I, the beating frequency of cardiac spheroids was determined 

by analysis of recorded videos. This was done by an algorithm called 
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Figure 4.6 The basics of image processing. The principles of a) thresholding an 
image to obtain a binary image used e.g. for cell counting and area 
measurement b) Optical flow to determine the velocity of pixels in an image, 
and c) using a high pass filter to sharpen an image for edge detection. 
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Optical flow which keeps track of all the pixels in the images and 

compares two adjacent videoframes to derive the pixel velocities. The 

sum of the velocities between two frames was plotted against time 

throughout the recording to visualize the movement of the 

cardiomyocytes in the video. The principle of the analysis method is 

shown in Figure 4.6b where the movement of two white pixels is 

monitored over time. Note that, because there is no movement between 

frame number four and frame number five, two peaks are plotted in the 

graph. The peaks correspond to the contraction followed by the 

relaxation of a cardiac spheroid. The accuracy of this analysis is 

influenced by the resolution of the image, but also by the number of 

frames per second that the video camera can record. There is a possibility 

(or even probability) that the true peak of the turn from contraction to 

relaxation of the cardiac spheroid exists somewhere between two frames 

in the video recording. By increasing the number of frames per second, 

it would be possible to gain more information than the beating frequency 

of the spheroids, e.g. the velocity of a beating or the beating force.  

A common method in image processing is to find the edge of an object 

which can be defined as a location where a rapid shift in pixel intensity 

occurs. To find these edges, the original image is passed through a high 

pass filter in an operation known as convolution. The result is an image 

with amplified frequencies of the pixels that were adjacent to 

significantly darker pixels. The sum of the new image and the original 

image produce an image that appears sharper than the original and can 

reveal previously concealed structures and information. It is important 

to note that no additional information is added to the image. Instead, 

already existing differences between pixels are enhanced. Fluorescent 

images of the cytosol of endothelial cells were convoluted with a high 

pass filter to reveal their confluency in Paper III. By such operation, it 

was possible to show how cells that had been exposed to shear stress 

covered more of the surface compared to cells that were culture at low 

shear.  
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4.8. Conceptual design methodology for product 

development 
When constructing a product, regardless if it’s physical product like a 

cell culture model, a service product, or a virtual product like a software, 

there is always a range of design alternatives to consider. Some of the 

decisions are probably easier to make but there is a prominent risk that 

important aspects are overlooked due to previous standard-methods or 

misconceptions. In the end, all these decisions will, more or less, affect 

the design of the final product. This motivates a thorough design process 

where several alternatives are generated, screened and compared. To 

minimize the risk of bias concerning previous design solutions, 

alternatives should be judged based on their function instead of a 

physical attribute. To specify, a function concerns what a design feature 

should achieve while a physical attribute is about how it is achieved. As 

a more concrete example, for organs-on-chips, one plausible function is 

“shear stress” and its physical attribute can for example be “perfusion of 

cell culture medium using an electroosmotic pump”.  

The final design of a product is of course of importance for its success 

on the commercial market. However, the design is not only related its 

technical features. There are requirements from the user or customer that 

a product must comply with, such as the operability and handling, 

safety, compatibility with existing technology, laws and regulations, etc. 

As listed by Yetisen et al., the number one reason for which a startup 

company fails is that there is no market need [155]. As the authors 

further claim, a product should therefore be developed towards a known 

market need (market-driven) instead of first developing the product and 

then trying to find the market need (product-driven). This demands 

attention to the needs and requirements of the user during the design 

process.  

To comply with these concerns, conceptual design methodology 

offers a framework based on graphs and tables where the focus of the 

design process is dedicated to the user’s needs and requirements 

[156,157]. The first step of the process is to define the design mission and 

its constraints (Figure 4.7). As an appropriate example, a design mission 

can be to create a model where the effects of drug compounds can be 

monitored. The constraint can be that the model should be used in vitro 
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Figure 4.7. A flowchart of the conceptual design methodology process. 
Following the definition of the design mission and the constraints, a set of 
charts and tables are used in a defined order to ensure a final prototype that 
fulfills the requirements of the user.  
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using cells that are of relevance for the disease (i.e. not using animals or 

computer-based models). Next, the user’s needs and requirements are 

specified as targets and defined in quantitative or qualitative values. 

With the need to produce shear stress in the cell culture model, a 

quantitative value would specify an acceptable range, e.g. 4-10 dyn/cm2.  

The next step is to create a flow chart of the transformation process 

that include all the functions that are required to transform inputs to 

outputs. The functions for a cell culture model would include human 

systems (related to operators and people in contact with the product), 

biological systems (related to the requirements of the cells), technical 

systems (related to the physical requirements of the device), information 

systems (related to required software and processing of data etc.), 

management and goal systems (related to instructions, safety 

regulations etc.). Finally, there are considerations about an active 

environment (risk for infections, material variability etc.) that should be 

included. The relationship between functions are then investigated in a 

function-interaction matrix on how much they affect each other. For 

example, shear stress is likely to be highly affected by perfusion velocity 

and device geometries, but probably less dependent on what cells are 

being used. On the other hand, the shear stress might affect the cells and 

possibly also the device itself (connections and device geometries if an 

elastomer like PDMS is used).  

During the next part of the design process, concept elements are 

generated that represent the listed functions in order to generate 

anatomical charts built up by combining the concept elements in 

different ways (called permutations). This results in several unique 

design alternatives that can be screened and scored towards how well 

they fulfill the user’s needs and requirements. The design alternatives 

with the highest scores can then be further investigated and considered 

to be realized as prototypes. If properly performed, the conceptual 

design methodology should result in a design concept that fulfill the 

criteria of the user and, by that, have a relevant niche on the commercial 

market. In paper V, conceptual design methodology was explained and 

applied on a liver-on-a-chip to investigate specific functions and to 

develop design alternatives.  
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5. Conclusion and further perspectives 

In general, the more parameters and variables that are accurately 

included in the model of a system, the better it will represent the system 

it is modelling. It is sound to assume that a complex model gives an 

improved representation of reality compared to a simple model. Yet, it 

does not necessarily imply that the complex model is better than the 

simple model. Intuitively, the more precisely an in vitro cell culture can 

merge the mechanical and biochemical cues of a dynamic and spatial in 

vivo environment, the more accurate predictions of the toxicity and 

efficacy of drug compounds in humans can be made. However, the 

challenge for organs-on-chips is not to make complex functional models.  

The challenge is to make complex usable models.  

 

5.1. Scaling down 

One of the advantages of miniaturization in microfluidics and lab-on-a-

chip applications is the requirement of tiny amounts of materials. This is 

however also a challenge, especially for cell cultures. The cells need to 

stay within the microfluidic device, in some configurations be located in 

defined areas of a cell culture chamber, and, of course, be kept alive for 

a certain period of time. As the channel of a cell culture device become 

smaller, the concentration of the cell culture suspension used for cell 

seeding needs to increase. For example, the concentration of the primary 

endothelial cells used in Paper III was 15 × 106 cells/ml to ensure a rapid 

confluency, which is a concentration several hundred times higher than 

the usually recommended seeding density for 2D cultures. The reason is 

the increased surface-to-volume ratio within the channel compared to 

the well of a microtiter plate. Likewise, 3D hydrogels demand a high cell 

density. The cell concentration for seeding cells in hydrogels used in 

Paper IV was 25 × 106 cells/ml which is a concentration about 30 times 

higher than the recommendations from the manufacturer of the iPS 

derived hepatocytes (hiPS-HEPs). Practically, it means that the cell pellet 

of hiPS-HEPs obtained after centrifugation was resuspended in 0.5 ml 

instead of 15 ml which expose the cells to a higher risk of taking damage 

by the manual pipetting procedures. This might be acceptable for 

immortalized cells and for proliferating primary cells, as potentially 
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damaged cells at such high densities are flushed away and replaced by 

living cells after a couple of days. However, for non-dividing cells such 

as the hiPS-HEPs used in Paper IV, maintenance of living cells through 

the whole cell handling process, including the manual pipetting and 

seeding, is essential.  

One way to overcome the issues of resuspending cells in high 

concentrations could be to use well-defined pre-aggregated cell 

spheroids as in Paper I-II. Furthermore, for cells in hydrogels, a 

crosslinking method such as SPAAC employed in Paper IV might be 

suitable to ensure a gentle cell seeding process.  

 

5.2. Scaling out 

Another advantage of miniaturization is the potential of increased 

throughput by parallelization of several devices on a small area. Such a 

scale-out is necessary for the pharmaceutical development process 

where microtiter plates with e.g. 96 and 384 individual wells are 

common cell culture formats. The challenge for several perfused 

microbioreactors is the need of tubing to supply perfusion of cell culture 

medium. The number of tubing become demanding from a user’s 

perspective when devices are used in parallel. For example, the device 

created for Paper I required three tubing for perfusion of cell culture 

medium, one tubing for the bubble trap, as well as an inlet for the cell 

spheroids. Although only two of the perfusion tubing and the tubing for 

the bubble trap were actively used during the major part of the operation 

of the device, such a setup would be too difficult for manual handling in 

a higher throughput format.  

A technique that does not require any tubing is the gravity induced 

perfusion used in Paper II and Paper IV. With the microbioreactor fixed 

on a motorized rocker, the perfusion conveniently oscillates back and 

forth through the device. However, volumetric flow rate is both limited 

and continuously changing within the device, restricting its use for well-

controlled flow rates and high shear stress. The electroosmotic pump 

(EOP) applied to drive the perfusion in a microfluidic cell culture device 

in Paper III, on the other hand, could be placed immediately on top of 

the channel without the need of tubing, and supply relevant shear stress 

on endothelial cells. Further development of the flow stability, flow rate, 
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and pump size could make the EOP a viable option for high throughput 

applications in microfluidics.  

 

5.3. Designing organs-on-chips 

Organs-on-chips are advanced cell culture models that require both 

cutting-edge engineering and well-defined cells and cell supplements. 

The merger of this into successful systems that are compatible for the 

pharmaceutical development process, puts a high demand on the design 

process with emphasis on throughput, reproducibility, and usability. 

Conceptual design methodology, as exemplified for the design of a liver-

on-a-chip in Paper V, could be a vital tool for thorough and more 

objective prototyping of organ-on-a-chips.  

 

5.4. Further perspectives 

Although cells have been employed to model the in vivo environment in 

a range of constellations, the concept of organs-on-chips is relatively 

new. Nevertheless, organ-on-a-chip devices have already started to 

emerge in commercialized formats [158]. Furthermore, several systems 

that connect organs-on-chips in series into multi-organs-on-chips, or 

humans-on-chips, have previously been demonstrated [21,129,159,160]. 

The purpose of a human-on-a-chip is to further mimic the 

pharmacodynamics and the pharmacokinetics of a drug. Implementing 

additional organs-on-chips in the same model would, of course, demand 

even more optimization of the design and function of each individual 

organ-on-a-chip. It also poses new challenges such as producing a 

common cell culture medium that is suitable for the entire model. 

However, with the incentives to make better pre-clinical trials and to 

decrease the use of animal experiments coming from academia, 

regulatory agencies, public organizations, and pharmaceutical industry, 

the challenges faced by the adoption of organs-on-a-chips into the 

pharmaceutical development process might very well be overcome, 

resulting in a faster process for more reliable and better suited 

pharmaceuticals.  
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6. Summary of the papers 

Paper I 

Gunnar Bergström*, Jonas Christoffersson*, Kristin Schwanke, Robert 

Zweigerdt, and Carl-Fredrik Mandenius 

Stem cell derived in vivo-like human cardiac bodies in a microfluidic 

device for toxicity testing by beating frequency imaging 

Lab on a Chip, 2015, 15, 3242 

 

The aim of Paper I was to show that spheroids of cardiomyocytes could 

be seeded into a microfluidic device for drug testing with beating 

frequency imaging as detection method. Due to concerns of damaging 

the spheroids by manual handling, the seeding of the cells should be as 

gentle as possible. Furthermore, neighboring spheroids tend to fuse 

which alter their beating frequency. Hence, the spheroids should be 

seeded in distinctly separated locations. A microbioreactor was created  

using photolithography and soft lithography where single spheroids 

could be seeded into separate niches. Videos of the spheroids were 

captured and analyzed using a custom made Matlab program that 

showed how the beating frequency is changed when exposed to three 

drugs at three concentrations. The results suggest that these cardiac 

spheroids can be used for drug testing in microfluidic bioreactors. 

 

Paper II 

Jonas Christoffersson, Florian Meier, Henning Kempf, Kristin 

Schwanke, Michelle Coffee, Mario Beilmann, Robert Zweigerdt,  

and Carl-Fredrik Mandenius 

A cardiac cell outgrowth assay for evaluating drug compounds using 

a cardiac spheroid-on-a-chip device 

Manuscript 

 

The aim of Paper II was to quantify the outgrowth of cells from cardiac 

spheroids when seeded on laminin coated surfaces in a perfused 

microdevice, and determine if the number of cells outside the spheroids 

correlate with the exposure of a set of drugs. Bright-field imaging clearly 

showed a decrease or an increase of the number of cells outside the 
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spheroids depending on the drug compound. For an objective 

quantification, the nuclei were stained with a fluorescent dye and 

analyzed by high content imaging. The visual inspection was partly 

confirmed and showed a decreased cell number when exposed to 

doxorubicin and endothelin-1, and an increased cell number when 

exposed to phenylephrine and amiodarone. The results indicate that the 

number of cells surrounding the cardiac spheroids can be used as a non-

invasive qualitive assay by bright-field microscopy, or as an end-point 

assay by using fluorescence microscopy.  

 

Paper III 

Katarina Bengtsson*, Jonas Christoffersson*, Carl-Fredrik Mandenius,  

and Nathaniel D. Robinson 

A clip-on electroosmotic pump for oscillating flow in microfluidic cell 

culture devices  

Microfluidics and Nanofluidics, Accepted Manuscript, 2018 

 

The aim of Paper III was to show that electroosmotic pumps (EOPs) can 

be an alternative to drive the perfusion through microfluidic cell culture 

devices. EOPs usually operate at low flow rates that are not 

physiologically relevant. By incorporating a flexible EOP into a syringe 

filter holder, it was easily integrated to the connections of fluidic 

microchannels. The pump was able to produce a shear stress of at least 

5 dyn/cm2 for 48h which affected the morphology of endothelial cells. 

The results demonstrate an EOP operating at high flow rates and its 

potential for use in microfluidic cell culture devices.  

 

Paper IV 

Jonas Christoffersson*, Christopher Aronsson*, Michael Jury, Robert 

Selegård, Daniel Aili, and Carl-Fredrik Mandenius 

Bioorthogonally crosslinked hyaluronan-poly(ethylene glycol)-RGD 

hydrogels for supporting hepatic cells in a perfused liver-on-a-chip  

Submitted 

 

The aim of Paper IV was to create a liver-on-a-chip using carcinoma cells 

(HepG2) and induced pluripotent stem cell derived cells (hiPS-HEPs) 
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encapsulated in hydrogels. Cells were resuspended in hydrogels made 

of agarose, alginate, and hyaluronan-PEG were used and crosslinked in 

the wells of a microfluidic device. Furthermore, the hyaluronan-PEG 

hydrogel could be grafted with linear- or cyclic RGD amino sequences 

which are cell-binding motifs that the hepatocytes potentially can 

interact with. HepG2 cells were cultured for 9 days and formed viable 

spheroids in all hydrogels with the highest production of albumin and 

urea in alginate. After 13 days of culture of hiPS-HEPs in the hydrogels, 

the viability was visibly highest in hyaluronan-PEG hydrogels grafted 

with cyclic RGD, compared to the other hydrogels, which was also 

supported by a relatively high production of albumin. The results 

demonstrate a convenient liver-on-a-chip setup with an easy-to-use two-

component hydrogel. Furthermore, including cell-binding motifs 

appears to be advantageous when culturing hiPS-HEPs in hydrogels. 

 

Paper V 

Jonas Christoffersson, Danny van Noort, and Carl-Fredrik Mandenius 

Developing organ-on-a-chip concepts using bio-mechatronic design  

Methodology 

Biofabrication, 2017, 9, 025023 

 

The aim of Paper V was to show how conceptual design methodology 

can be used to generate organ-on-a-chip concepts. This method 

motivates a user-driven design approach with the attention on the 

requirements of the final user. A list of user needs was proposed for a 

liver-on-a-chip, and the design methodology was followed to 

demonstrate each step in the process resulting in a theoretical prototype 

fulfilling the requirements of the user. The approach is recommended as 

a part of the design process to create organs-on-a-chips with higher 

potential to reach the commercial market.  

 

 
* These authors contributed equally to the paper 
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